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We will provide the insurance described in this policy in return

for the premium and compliance with all applicable provisions of

this policy.

Various provisions in this policy restrict coverage.  Read the

entire policy carefully to determine rights, duties, and what is

and is not covered.

Words and phrases that appear in quotation marks have special

meaning.  Refer to the Definitions Section.

General Conformity to Laws of Republic of China (Taiwan).

Concealment or Fraud.   We do not provide coverage for any

insured who has intentionally concealed or misrepresented any

material fact or circumstance relating to this insurance.

will be settled as follows:

For Total Losses, we will pay the amount shown on the schedule

for which the item is insured;

to us.

For Partial Losses, we agree to pay you an amount mutually agreed

to, based upon one of the following:

The cost to repair the property to its value immediately before



The difference between the value of the property before and after

The cost to restore the property as nearly as possible to its

difference between the restored value and the value immediately

The most we will pay for total or partial losses is the scheduled

amount for that item.

specified in the Schedule, for each article damaged.

portion of the property insured hereunder, which affects the

value of the remaining portion, at your option:

(a).We agree to pay the insured value of the entire property and

you agree to surrender the damaged or sound portions to us or

(b).    The measure of loss of or damage to such article or

articles shall be a reasonable and fair proportion of the total

value of the pair or set, giving consideration to the importance

of said article or articles.



by appraisal.  If either makes a written demand for appraisal,

each shall select a competent, independent appraiser and notify

of the written demand.  The two appraisers shall then select a

competent, impartial umpire.  If the two appraisers are unable to

agree upon an umpire within 15 days, you or we can ask a judge of

a court to record the state of your residence to select an

If the appraisers fail to agree within a reasonable time, they

shall submit their differences to the umpire.  Written agreement

signed by any two of these three shall set the amount of the

loss.  Each appraiser shall be paid by the party selecting that

appraiser.  Other expenses of the appraisal and the compensation

insurance may apply, you shall see that the following duties are

performed:

Protection of Property---Protect the property from further loss

expenses are incurred in doing so, they shall be borne by you and

us proportionate to our respective interests.

Notice of Loss---Report as soon as practicable in writing to us

become a claim under this policy.

Proof of Loss---File with us, or our authorized representative, a

detailed proof of loss signed and sworn to by you setting forth



Report to Police---Report the incident to the police if you

believe that a law may have been broken.

Examination  You agree:

to produce, if requested, the remains of the insured property;

to produce such records as we may need to verify the claim and

its amount; and to permit copies of such records to be made if

Loss Payment.  Unless a claim has been paid by others, we will

we reach agreement with you, entry of a final judgment, or the

filing of an appraisal award with us.

Suit Against Us.  No action shall be brought unless there has

been compliance with the policy provisions and the action is

may be collectible from others, we may pay in the form of a loan

to be repaid out of any recoveries from others.  You will

cooperate in every way possible to assist in such recovery from

others and we shall, at our expense, take over your rights

against others to the extent of our payment.

Insurance Not To Benefit Others.  No person or organization

having custody of the property and to be paid from services shall

benefit from this insurance.

available any other insurance which would apply to the property

in the absence of this policy, the insurance under this policy

shall apply only as excess insurance over the other insurance.

Canceling the Policy.



You may cancel this policy by returning it to us or our

authorized representative or by advising us or our authorized

representative in writing stating the future date you want it to

We may cancel this policy by written notice to you at the address

shown in this policy or last known address. The cancellation will

be effective as of the date shown on the Cancellation Notice, but

not less than ten (10) days after mailing to the address in this

policy or last known address.  The mailing of notice is

sufficient proof of notice of cancellation.  Delivery of notice

shall be equivalent to mailing.

When you request cancellation, the return premium will be based

on our short rate procedure.  When we cancel, the return premium

will be pro rata.

Changes in Policy.  No change in this policy may be made except

by us in writing.

Coverage Territory.  We cover property wherever located worldwide

as specified on the schedule

Abandonment.  There can be no abandonment of the property to us.

Property Not Covered.  Covered Property does not include

contraband or property in the course of illegal transportation or

cause or event contributing concurrently or in any sequence to



War, including undeclared war, civil war, insurrection,

rebellion, revolution warlike act by a military force or military

personnel, destruction or seizure or use for a military purpose,

and including any consequence of any of these.  Discharge of a

nuclear weapon shall be deemed a warlike act even if accidental.

order of governmental authority.  However, we will pay for acts

of destruction ordered by governmental authority and taken at the

time of a fire to prevent its spread if the fire would be covered

Nuclear Hazard meaning any nuclear reaction, radiation or

radioactive contamination, all whether controlled or uncontrolled

or however caused, or any consequence of any of these.

perils are specifically named in or otherwise included within the

Perils Insured Against.

resulting from the nuclear hazard is covered.

Wear and tear, any quality in the product which causes it to

damage or destroy itself, gradual deterioration, mold, insects,

vermin, rodents, fungus or fungal attack, atmospheric or climatic

conditions, or the action of light;

Changes in or extremes of dampness or dryness of atmosphere or

temperature;

Damage sustained due to or resulting from any repair, restoration

or retouching;

Any fraudulent, dishonest, or criminal act or acts by:



You, anyone else with an interest in the property or your or

their employees whether or not committed alone or in collusion

with others, whether or not such act or acts be committed during

the hours of employment; or

Anyone entrusted with the Covered Property.

But this exclusion does not apply to a carrier for hire.

Mysterious disappearance, unexplained loss or shortage disclosed

upon taking inventory;

Any earth movement, including earthquake, sinkhole collapse, mine

subsidence, landslide, or earth sinking, rising or shifting,

expansion or contraction, or any other shifting of earth;

Volcanic eruption, explosion, lava flow, or particulate matter.

Policy Additional Collectors Coverages.  These additional coverages

increase the Limits of Insurance.

Newly Acquired Property.   We cover property of the same type

acquired during the policy period for their actual cash value but

no more than 25% of the amount of insurance for scheduled

property of that type, provided you report these items to us

within ninety (90) days of acquisition and pay the additional

Buy Back Agreement.  You shall have the right to repurchase from

us, damaged property that is recovered for the amount paid to you

and recovery expenses.  You may repurchase damaged property

agree to notify you of your right to repurchase damaged or

recovered property and you shall have sixty (60) days from the



Additional Packing.  You represent and agree that the covered property will

be packed and unpacked by packers who are trained and skilled in

utilizing procedures and materials necessary to protect the

covered property. Your failure to comply with this condition will

automatically suspend your coverage.

Protective Safeguards.  You represent and agree to maintain

throughout the term of this policy, any and all protective

safeguards as were represented to us to be in existence at all

locations when this coverage began.Your failure to maintain the

protective safeguards in working condition and in operation will

automatically suspend your coverage.

Schedule of Covered Property.  You agree that you will provide us

an itemized schedule of covered property, with agreed values, at

the inception of the policy.  In the case of personal fine art

collections, the schedule should include name of artist, title of

work, medium, date, and dimension.  This requirement will not

"Loss" means accidental loss or damage.

of similar age, quality, origin, appearance and condition within

a reasonable length of time in an appropriate and relevant

In Witness Whereof, we have caused this policy to be executed and

attested, but this policy shall not be valid unless countersigned

by our authorized representative.


